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The Public Prosecution - Dubai was established in December 1992. Since then it embarked on a plan to use technology in managing case proceedings.

In 1995, DPP launched the first software that helped eradicate the use of registers which totaled 23 at that time.

In 1996, DPP launched a new software called “Cases Software” and it covered most aspects of case management.
We have been reviewing and upgrading the “Cases Software” since 1997 as per the penal case cycle.
Objectives of electronic case management

- Take the right decision at the right time
- Provide all information on any case for decision makers and parties to the case
- Ensure smooth investigation process
- Set indicators to measure efficiency of investigation
- Ensure saving data and information electronically
How does our system work
Our future vision

- Introduce a smart electronic case software capable of helping prosecutors take the right decisions during investigation

- Have access to the penal case electronic file and do away with paper files
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